


Welcome to PicnixX

Welcome to the world of PicnixX. PicnixX is a high-quality 
collection of modular outdoor furniture. The design of the 
PicnixX collection is unique. Thanks to this design and 
first-class quality, the PicnixX furniture is a real experience. 
Whether you use our products indoors or outdoors, in a 
private or business environment; the design is recognisable, 
timeless, sustainable, and above all: functional.

Thanks to the various configurations and options we o�er in 
addition to our standard products, we can tailor our PicnixX 
product to your personal wishes. As a result, the possibilities 
of our collection are nearly unlimited. 

All PicnixX products are hand made. We use the best 
materials and our sta� has a real eye for detail. This is what 
makes the di�erence. Consequently, our products are 
extremely durable and have a very long life span. We do this 
as eciently as possible to achieve the maximum result 
within your budget. 

We hope that this brochure inspires you, and are looking 
forward to tackling your challenging request.

Maarten Snoek
Founder

PicnixX  -  Proostwetering 78  -  3604 DB MAARSSEN  -   +  31 (0) 346 8301 72   -  The Netherlands  -  info@PicnixX.nl  -  www.PicnixX.nl
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Studio PicnixX

PicnixX Studio PicnixX is a multidisciplinary in-house design 
agency that provides design and consulting services. PicnixX 
is the perfect partner for custom-made projects. We can trans-
late your idea into a solution in just a few steps, from your 
initial request to a design proposal. As the design team works 
in close collaboration with production, we can quickly provide 
an engineering solutions or cost estimation. Studio PicnixX is 
the partner for customised solutions.   
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PicnixX your partner for green 
solutions 

In addition to our PicnixX furniture, we realise many private 
and public greenery projects. The combination of PicnixX with 
green elements creates an attractive space. PicnixX can 
supply planters, borders and green isles combined with 
seating elements. If required, we can also supply the 
substrate, trees and flowers. We are your partner for a total 
turnkey solution. 

Green
Solutions
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More than a table 

Thanks to the design and suberb quality, a PicnixX table is 

a real experience. Whether you use our products indoors, 

outdoors, in a private or business environment: the design 

is recognizable, timeless and above all: functional. A good 

example of this is the integrated sunscreen. The market 

lacked  such a product. This has put us to develop the Sun 

Shade. As you are used to from us, we have chosen to work 

again exclusively with the best materials with the highest 

level of finishing.
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Passionate about quality 

Despite the consumer society we live in, we chose for quality 

instead of the low-cost, environmentally harmful products 

with a short life time we see around us. Our employees are 

driven by quality. Time and again we aim to create the 

maximum achievable quality that is possible. Every detail has 

been thought about. Our frame is made out of stainless steel 

and the Cumaru FSC hardwood we use is form the highest 

quality that is available in the market. Our products have a 

lifespan of more than 25 years even in our Dutch climate.
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Cumaru 

The PicnixX products are made of extremely durable Cumaru 

FSC hardwood. Cumaru wood has a very long lifespan and in 

addtion it provides a high level of comfort due to its warm 

and high-quality product characteristics. The Cumaru 

hardwood is  virtually without cracks or splinters. Cumaru has 

a lifespan of more than 25 years.
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Stainless steel 

The metal frame of the PicnixX products is made of highly 

durable stainless steel. The same applies to the mounting 

poles of the Sun Shade. These are also made of premium 

quality stainless steel. It is an awesome material that o�ers 

many advantages. Stainless steel is strong and tough. In 

addition, it is a great advantage that the steel needs less 

treatment before it is powder coated in a nice RAL colour.

 

FOTO

Corne
Pinterest
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Indoor 

Thanks to the quality and multi – functionality of the PicnixX 

collection, it does not matter whether it is used outdoors or 

indoors. The timeless design and the many variations that 

are possible make the PicnixX collection come into its own in 

almost every context. This could be in a meeting room, 

consulting room, or for furnishing an antrance hall. If needed, 

we adapt the product fully meet your requirements.
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Landscape 

The PicnixX collection is very suitable for outdoor use. The 

products are extremely durable, vandal proof and have an 

extremely long lifespan. They are applicable in a private, 

bsuiness or public space. Due to the many variations that are 

possible, PicnixX  o�ers a solution for nearly all furnishing 

request. A good example of this is the use of the PicnixX 

collection at the outdoor area of the Princess Maxima 

Hospital in Utrecht (NL).
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Hospitality 

The PicnixX products are inviting, comfortable, durable and 

therefore ideal for furnishing an indoor or outdoor hospitality 

area. Depending on your whishes we can supply a Sun Shade, 

Set of Backs, or Cushion Set with our tables.
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Specials 

Our collection as well as our production is flexible, which 

o�ers nearly unfinished possibilities for making  products. Our 

in-house design studio Studio PicnixX can turn your idea into 

a product. Nearly everything is possible. Wether this concerns 

easy minor customizations, a di�erent RAL colour or a 

complete new product.  It is no problem for us.  Please 

contact us and challange us with your question !
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Accessoires
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Cushion Set 

For all products except the Miss PicnixX you have the option 

to order custom-made, comfortable Sunbrella cushions. These 

cushions are all wether and increase the seating comfort 

of your PicnixX product even more with this high-quality 

cushions. The Subrella fabrics are virtually UV-resistant, water 

and dirt repellent.  The cushion cover are detachable, so they 

can easily be washed. The filling is comfortable and of high 

quality.  

Optional accessory:

Mister PicnixX 240

Mister PicnixX 300

Mister PicnixX High

Meet Up

Mister Lounge

Mister Bench

Cosy Planter
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Set of Backs 

For the Mr. PicnixX tables collection it is possible to order a 

set of backs. The back provides more sitting comfort, in case, 

for example, you are enjoying an extensive dinner. The design 

is appealing and they are functional especially when you use 

the table for a long conversation or as place to work.

 

Optional accessory:

Mister PicnixX 240

Mister PicnixX 300

Mister PicnixX High
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Sun Shade 

Unique detail of the PicnixX concept is the patented 

integrated Sun Shade. This Sun Shade provides shadow and it 

looks awesome.  And it creates an intimate cosy atmosphere.  

The Sun Shade is very easy to set up or to break down. The 

Sun Shade needs no maintenance. In the winter when you 

don’t need the Sun Shade you can store the stainless steel 

tubes easily under the table. 

Optional accessory:

Miss PicnixX

Mister PicnixX 240

Mister PicnixX 300

Mister PicnixX High
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Full Seat 

The Full Seat is an option where we supply two seat sections 

to the Miss PicnixX table. This allows people to sit at every 

side of the table, so you can increase the number of people 

that can fit at our table. 

Optional accessory:

Miss PicnixX
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